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Student-based software company launches app for the blind
By RACHEL FORD

MANAGING EDITOR
FloCo Apps, a software development
company co-founded by a Marshall student, recently launched an app for the
American Foundation for the Blind.
FloCo Apps was founded in part by
Ricky Kirkendall, junior computer science major from Charleston, in 2011.
Kirkendall worked with his friends
Logan Spears and Sam McLaughlin
who are both students at West Virginia
University, and both originally from
Charleston.
Kirkendall, Spears and McLaughlin
have made 12 apps in nearly two years
of operation.
“We like to be on the cutting edge of
things,” McLaughlin said. “We like to do
what’s new and we like to look at where
the market’s going and try it.”
The new app, called AccessNote, is
a note taking application and is one
of two major projects FloCo has completed for the American Foundation for
the Blind.
“I’ve always wanted a product like
AccessNote,” said Darren Burton, Project Manager at Technical Evaluation

PHOTOS BY RACHEL FORD

ABOVE: Ricky Kirkendall and Sam McLaughlin, co-founders of FloCo Apps, work on coding a
new project. RIGHT: Kirkendall tests out AccessNote on his iPhone.
Services for the American Foundation of
the Blind. “Around the time I met Ricky,
we got a grant from the U.S. Department
of Education to investigate in making accessible apps for blind people on mobile
phones, so it was nice timing.”

Kirkendall, McLaughlin and Spears
began working on the app in early 2012,
about a year after beginning operation
as a company.

See APP | Page 5

Student Resource Center advises MU students
By COURTNEY BROWN

SGA revamps website, goes digital
By KIMBERLY SMITH

THE PARTHENON
The Student Government Association at Marshall University will be going digital with a new
website that includes senate seat applications,
funding applications for groups and organizations on campus and an archive of the SGA
meeting minutes.
“The website was already created,” EJ Hassan, president pro-tempore, said. “I helped to
revamp it to provide more services for the student body.”
Hassan played a big role in preparing the
website. He said he spent all summer making
the website available for use during the 2012
fall semester. Both senate applications and
funding applications are now submitted online.
“This is important because now the only
way you can apply for funding is through the
website,” Hassan said. “Before, there was a lot
of unnecessary paperwork and this helps to
streamline the process so groups and organizations on campus can get their money faster.”
Another new feature the website offers is an
archive of documents.

“The student body can now see what the
senate is doing,” Hassan said. “What’s on the
agenda for the coming week, what we did last
week, what was approved and what was denied. Anything they need to know about the
senate is now on the website.”
The website is available to students and incoming leaders and offers a better idea of the
SGA history and how it works. An example of
the processes and procedures of the SGA are all
stored in this archive.
The creation and updating of the website has
also helped the SGA be more environmentally
and economically conservative. Hassan said
before everything was online, there was a lot
of unnecessary paper that just went to waste.
“Having things like budget cuts makes you
want to think of as many ways as possible to
save money,” Hassan said. “The process is already long enough, so if we can cut down on
the amount of work that has to be done, as well
as save paper and money, then we are definitely
doing a good thing with this website.”
Kimberly Smith can be contacted at
smith48@marshall.edu.
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THE PARTHENON
The Student Resource Center, located on the second floor
of the Marshall University Memorial Student Center, offers
advising, campus networking,
career services and a variety of
programs during the semester.
The SRC houses three resource specialists and one
career
service
specialist.
Andrea
Koutsunis-Hicks,
resource specialist, said students can seek assistance with
transitional issues during the
semester.
“We do things like accountability meetings for students,”
Koutsunis-Hicks said. “We
might meet with a student
once a week on a set schedule
or twice a week—whatever
they need to make sure they
are staying on task and completing assignments properly.
Sometimes getting help at the
beginning of the semester is
so much better than waiting

HIGH 25°

to the end when your grades
aren’t doing well.”
The SRC assists undeclared
Marshall students through
advising and career resources. Michelle L. Barbour,
career service specialist, said
she helps students pinpoint
their interests through career and personal interests
assessments.
“We help students explore
their interests by speaking with

259729
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employers, doing volunteer activities and job shadowing or
workplace interviews where
they can experience the field,”
Barbour said.
Koutsunis-Hicks said the
SRC is reaching out to transfer students and wants to help
make transfer students feel at
home and incorporate them
into the campus community.

See SRC | Page 5
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Prevention week targets
organized campus hazing
By COURTNEY DOTSON

The Parthenon
Marshall University will
start a hazing prevention week
on Monday.
Hazing is a problem on college campuses where students
involved in clubs, teams and organizations can experience hazing.
“Hazing is an issue that continues to affect organizations
across the country and it isn’t

just connected to Greek Life,” Lee
Tabor, Fraternity and Sorority
Life Advisor, said. “Many student
and adult organizations, such as
marching bands and professional
sports teams have elements that
are representative of hazing.”
Guest speakers, Dave Westol
and Tracy Maxwell, will give
presentations during Hazing
Prevention Week.
Westol has presented on

Upcoming on-campus
challenge tests muscles,
running endurance
By KELCIE COBURN

The Parthenon
The Marshall University
Recreation Center will be
holding it’s second annual
Pump ‘n Run event Saturday,
January 26 at 9:00 a.m.
The event will include a
bench pressing portion in
which body weight will determine the weight needed to
bench press. Each rep is worth
a 30 second deduction from
the final run time and up to 15
minutes can be deducted. A
5k will follow the bench press
portion.
Kayla Dodd, marketing
assistant for the Rec Center, said the 5k will be held
outside despite the chilly
temperature.
“The course that we have
created takes them around
campus, along the sidewalks
and within campus at a few
points. The route that we
made is 1.55 miles, so they
will do it twice to get the 3.1
miles,” Dodd said. “After they

finish the “Pump” portion,
they will have time to change
and head outside. There is
not on any type of time pressure here. Once they are
outside and ready to run,
we will have people at the
starting line who will type in
the number for each participant and hit enter when you
start.”
Rec Center drawstring
bags filled with GNC samples and giveaways, shaker
bottles, protein shakes and
snack bars will be given as
prizes to overall top male
and female participants by
age division. All participants
must be registered by January 25 and no registrations
will be accepted the day of
the event. Participants can
sign up at the Marshall University Recreation Center
Welcome Desk or at www.
tristateracer.com.
Kelcie Coburn can be
contacted at coburn15@
marshall.edu.

more than 400 campuses and
has made more than 6,000
presentations on hazing, risk
management, motivation values and leadership.
Maxwell wants to help students
understand more about hazing
and how to prevent it in their
community. Maxwell will tell real
stories of how hazing harms both
the hazer and the victim. Maxwell
wants to motivate everyone on

campus to come together and to
move the community forward.
“We felt that it is our duty
to provide a high level of programming to educate our
students on hazing and how
to recognize the signs in order
to prevent these actions from
happening,” Tabor said.
Courtney Dotson can be
contacted at dotson72@marshall.edu.

By KELCIE COBURN

Edwards said.
“The rec offers lots of classes
and programs that are free or
little cost to students and members,” Edwards said. She has
always been active and looks
forward to the time spent at the
gym. Edwards also stresses the
importance of a healthy diet
combined with a consistent exercise regimen. “A healthy diet
is vital to any exercise program.
The less ingredients on the label of your food, the better it is
for you,” Edwards said.
Edwards believes that an
important part of keeping her
clients motivated is setting an
example for them and staying
motivated herself. She plans to
always keep fitness as a top priority in her life and will always
promote a healthy lifestyle for
herself, as well as others.
Edwards emphasizes the importance of staying motivated
while focusing on fitness goals
and says that the fruits of the
labor will always be worth it in
the end.
Edwards can be contacted at
edwards156@marshall.edu for
anyone interested in personal
training.
Kelcie Coburn can be
contacted at coburn15@
marshall.edu.

Hazing prevention week
Schedule of events
-Tuesday, Jan. 29,
Hazing Roundtables
Shawkey Dining Room
9:15 p.m.

-Wednesday, Jan. 30.
Speaker: Dave Westol
Don Morris Room
9:15 p.m.

-Thursday, Jan. 31.
New Member Presentation
Room BE5
9:15 p.m.

-Saturday, Feb. 2.
Speaker: Tracy Maxwell
Don Morris Room
7 p.m.

Rec Center trainers assist in achieving resolutions
The Parthenon
As we settle into the New
Year, we often set resolutions
for ourselves that range anywhere from breaking bad
habits to bettering ourselves
and our lifestyles. The goal that
people most often strive for at
the start of the new year is getting in shape and maintaining a
healthy weight.
It is no surprise that sticking with a workout regimen
is easier said than done and
it can be difficult to get into a
routine. Kayla Edwards, a personal trainer at the Marshall
Recreation Center, says she
would encourage everyone
that has made a resolution to
get in shape for the New Year
to stick to it. “My favorite part
about being a personal trainer
is helping others achieve their
fitness goals. I love getting
people excited about fitness.”
Edwards said.
Being an active person herself,
Edwards made the choice to become a personal trainer about four
months ago to help others achieve
their goals. “I basically live in the
gym. Between personal training,
teaching classes and working out,
I put in anywhere between three
and eight hours a day in the rec,”

KelCIE COBURN | the parthenon

Personal trainer Kayla Edwards (right) oversees junior biology major
Elizabeth Ferguson’s (left) excercises at the Marshall Recreation Center.

US military to lift ban on women in
combat: ‘Historic step for equality’
By MATTHEW SCHOFIELD

McClatchy Newspapers (MCT)
WASHINGTON — The U.S. military will
soon announce the end of a 19-year ban
on women in combat, according to a senior
defense official, a sweeping change that appears to recognize the reality that female
troops have experienced since the invasions
of Iraq and Afghanistan.
The official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the timing, said that
Defense Secretary Leon Panetta and Gen.
Martin E. Dempsey, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, “are expected to announce
the lifting of the direct combat exclusion
rule for women in the military.”
The official added that the announcement,
which could come Thursday, “will initiate a
process whereby the services will develop
plans to implement this decision, which was
made by the secretary of defense upon the
recommendation of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.”
Like the elimination of the “don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy prohibiting gay men and
women from serving openly, the decision
represents another far-reaching reversal
of military policy and is emblematic of the
changing mores and culture in the American
armed services.
About 200,000 women are among the
1.4 million active-duty personnel currently

serving in the military.
The policy change also comes as Panetta
is about to step down as secretary after several decades in government, and his White
House-chosen replacement, former Republican Sen. Chuck Hagel, is about to face
Senate confirmation hearings.
The decision follows a lawsuit filed in
November challenging the legitimacy of the
ban. The suit was filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union on behalf of four female service members. All four had served tours in
Iraq or Afghanistan, and two had received
Purple Hearts for injuries sustained on duty.
Reversing the ban, said ACLU senior staff
attorney Ariela Migdal in an email, means
“qualified women will have the same chance
to distinguish themselves in combat as their
brothers-in-arms, which they actually already
have been doing with valor and distinction.”
The lawsuit was challenging a ruling banning women from “being well forward on
the battlefield,” a definition that didn’t always make sense in Iraq and Afghanistan,
where fighting took place outside of a traditional frontline.
In reality, the policy has been a ban almost
in name only. But the danger that female
troops faced only came to the attention of
many Americans early during the Iraq war
when Jessica Lynch, a private first class and

page designed and edited by BISHOP NASH | nash24@marshall.edu

Army truck driver, was captured and held
hostage.
Almost 2 percent of the nearly 4,000 military deaths in Afghanistan and Iraq were
women, according to Military Times.
“We’ve seen how the realities of operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have blurred
the lines of combat and service members’ roles and exposure to danger,” said
Joyce Wessel Raezor, executive director
of National Military Family Association,
a nonprofit group that aids military families. “Significant numbers of women have
been injured or killed in these conflicts
over the last 11-plus years. I would guess
their families would tell you those women
were ‘in combat.’”
Sen. Carl Levin, D-Mich., chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, was
quick to voice support of the new policy in
a statement: “It reflects the reality of 21stcentury military operations.”
But Elaine Donnelly, president of the Center for Military Readiness, a nonprofit group
that studies military personnel policies and
opposes women in combat, said the change
was “irresponsible.”
“For the same reason you don’t see women
in the NFL, you shouldn’t see women in
combat units,” she said. “Women are not the
equal of men.”
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MEN’s BASKETbalL Standings

C-USA

W
SOUTHERN MISS	 5
MEMPHIS	
3
UCF
3
MARSHALL	
2
EAST CAROLINA 3
UAB
0

Overall
L
0
0
1
2
2
4

W
16
14
13
9
12
8

			
L
4
3
5
10
6
11
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WEST DIVISION

C-USA

UTEP	
TULSA
TULANE
HOUSTON	
UTEP	
RICE

W
3
4
1
1
3
0

Overall
L
1
2
2
4
1
4

W
10
12
13
8
10
4

			

3

L
7
8
5
11
7
14
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Warming up to Heater
By CAITIE SMITH

supports a dynamic resume of 25 bowl apAssistant Sports Editor
pearances, three national championships
Marshall athletics has already seen plenty and two nominations for the Frank Broyles
of changes in the new year. There have been Award.
transfers, recruits, and coaching changes headAs a player for the University of Michigan,
lined by the hiring of Chuck Heater.
Heater excelled at running back under legHeater, former defensive coordinator at Tem- endary coach Bo Schembechler.
ple University, was announced as Marshall’s
Heater, a veteran coach of 37 years, has a
new defensive coordinator Monday, January strategy he wants to implement right away.
14th.
“Aggressive
play,”
In
addiHeater said. “We’ll
tion to being
blitz some and try to
the defensive
put pressure on the
“We’ll blitz some and try to put offense all the time. I
coordinator,
pressure on the offense all the time. I like to get kids to play
Heater
will
like to get kids to play fast.”
also work with
fast. We’re trying to
the secondary.
put a system together
	Chuck Heater
Heater, born
that is going to help
		New Marshall 		
in
Weston,
guys play faster, more
Defensive
W.Va., grew up
aggressively and more
in Ohio and
confidently.”
did not follow
Heater and Doc Holliday, long-time friends, and already familiar
Marshall regularly.
“From a football standpoint, I’ve learned a lot with each other and have coached together at
about Marshall,” Heater said. “We’ve got a tre- the University of Florida.
mendous offense.”
“I have a lot of respect for him,” Heater said.
The 2012 Thundering Herd boasts several “Doc and I have a history, and I’m excited for the
post-season honorees. Punter Tyler Williams opportunity to work with someone who I know
and linebacker DJ Hunter were Freshman and who knows me as well. So it’s a comfortAll-American picks, and quarterback Rakeem able level.”
“Chuck is one of the most respected coaches
Cato and wide receiver Tommy Shuler held
national rankings in passing, completions in the nation,” Holliday said in an interview for
Herdzone. “He will bring with him a proven
and catches per game.
“Looks to me like we’ve got some good track record of success.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted at
football players,” Heater said.
As the nation’s top assistant coach, Heater smith1650@marshall.edu.

“

Photo Courtesy of HERD ZONE

Chuck Heater in his previous position as Defensive Coordinator at Temple University. He will hold the same position with Marshall
while also coaching the scondary directly.

Marshall Baseball releases spring schedule
By CAITIE SMITH

Assistant Sports Editor
With less than a month until
opening day, Marshall University released its 2013 baseball
schedule Friday.
The schedule includes five
games against preseason top40 opponents and six games
against 2012 NCAA Regional
selections. Of those six, four are
Conference USA foes.
“The players and coaches are
extremely excited about this
year’s schedule,” Marshall Head
Coach Jeff Waggoner said. “With
the challenge of a very competitive non-conference schedule,
a demanding Conference USA
schedule and traveling on the
road, we are going to need our
eight seniors to step up and
lead us.”
One of those seniors is first
baseman and designated hitter,
Alfredo Brito.
Brito, a redshirt senior, has
played 125 games for Marshall
and said he isn’t worried about
The Herd’s tough schedule.
“I think it’s a great opportunity for us to show that we can
compete with the top teams,”
Brito said. “It’s a great opportunity for this program to make a
regional.”
The Herd will begin play February 15 in Norfolk, Va. against
Old Dominion. The Monarchs,
who will join Conference USA
next season, posted a record of
19-34 in 2012.
The Herd will face rival West
Virginia University on three
separate occasions and the first

game of the series will take
place March 19 at Appalachian
Power Park in Charleston.
Both the Herd and the Mountaineers will play the majority
of home games at Power Park
this spring.
“It’s very exciting to finally
play them,” Brito said. “It is a
great rivalry in all Marshall
sports and now it’s going to be
in the baseball program too.”
Marshall will begin official
Conference USA matches on
March 29 when the Herd will
host the University of AlabamaBirmingham. The Blazers had
a successful 2012 season, going 32-30 and they reached the
C-USA Championship and the
NCAA Regionals for the first
time since 1991.
The Herd will also be the
home team for a series against
2012 C-USA champions East
Carolina University. This series
will be played at Epling Stadium
in Beckley, W. Va., which is more
than an hour drive for the Herd.
The Herd will close out its
regular season schedule in
Houston as they take on preseason ranked no. 20 Rice
University. The Owls’ 2012
campaign featured a 41-19 record and an NCAA Regional
appearance.
Brito said the Owls as the biggest competition for the Herd
this season.
“They’re always up there in
rankings for the country,” Brito
said.

By Will Vance

Sports Editor
Conference USA has released the 2013 football conference
play opponents for league members following winter meetings. Included on the Herd’s slate are three new members of
the conference; UT-San Antonio, Florida Atlantic and Florida
International as well as several familiar foes.
Conference USA will look vastly different next season with
the departures of Houston, UCF, Memphis and SMU to the Big
East. The league made up for those lost schools by welcoming FAU, FIU, UTSA, Middle Tennessee State, North Texas and
Louisiana Tech. “We had extremely productive meetings and
we are fortunate to have such a great group” Conference USA
Commissioner Britton Banowsky said in a press release.
The Thundering Herd will be hosting the East Carolina Pirates, Southern Miss Golden Eagles, UAB Blazers and UTSA
Roadrunners in conference while hosting non-conference opponent’s Miami (Ohio) and Gardner-Webb. The Herd’s away
portion of the season will feature games against FAU, FIU, Middle Tennessee and reigning C-USA champion Tulsa, as well as
Ohio and Virginia Tech out of conference. Dates and times for
C-USA games have not been announced.
C-USA divisions were also realigned to reflect the new
conference membership. The East Division will consist of
Marshall, East Carolina, FAU, FIU, MTSU, USM and UAB, while
the West Division will consist of Louisiana Tech, North Texas,
RICE, Tulane, Tulsa, UTEP and UTSA. “Our conference alignment for the 2013 football season is favorable and exciting
for our program and our great Marshall following” said Mike
Hamrick, Marshall Director of Athletics.
The conference office also announced that all 16 members
of C-USA Men’s Basketball will play a 16 game schedule in
2013-14, with each of the 16 schools playing one fellow member twice. The Herd will play Old Dominion twice in 2013-14
(ODU will not join C-USA in football until fall 2014).
Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu

Marshall 2013 Conference USA opponenets
Caitie Smith | The Parthenon

Redshirt senior Designated Hitter Alfredo Briito awaits a pitch during
the teams fall practices. Last Season Brito was second on the team in
See Baseball | Page 5 RBI (32) and Home Runs (4).

Thundering Herd routed by Golden Eagles
By WILL VANCE

Sports Editor
Marshall Men’s Basketball committed a season-high 31
turnovers in route to its most lopsided defeat as a member of
Conference USA 102-46 against the Southern Miss Golden Eagles
Wednesday in Hattiesburg, Miss.
“We did not compete from the top to the bottom, not one man,
not one guy,” said Head Coach Tom Herrion. “That was as disappointing and unacceptable of a performance by my team since I’ve
been a head coach.”
The Herd took an early lead off of a three-pointer from Elijah
Pittman on the games first possession. After Jonathan Mills made
a shot for the Golden Eagles to make the score 4-3 the Herd would
never lead again.

C-USA announces conference
opponents, new divisions

Southern Miss (16-4, 5-0) shot 66.6% from the floor in the first
half, including 8 of 13 from three-point range. The Golden Eagles
had five double-digit scorers lead by Jerrold Brooks with a gamehigh 20, including 4 of 6 from beyond the arc. Southern Miss lead
by as many as 40 in the first half, leading 53-17 at the half. “Southern Miss is a good team, but we never gave ourselves a chance,”
Herrion said.
Elijah Pittman led the Herd with 16 points, including 6 of 9 from
the free-throw line. DeAndre Kane was the only other Herd player
in double figures with 13, but committed eleven turnovers.
The Thundering Herd (9-10, 2-2) will have a tough time righting
the ship as they continue their road swing against the Memphis
Tigers at the FedEx Forum Saturday at 2 p.m.
Will Vance can be contacted at vance162@marshall.edu
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Golden Hurricane
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ABOUT US

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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Do you enjoy drawing cartoons as well
as have an interest in current events?

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Column

We must harness new ideals
President Barack Obama walked out
onto the National Mall to address the
nation in his second inaugural speech
Monday.
Despite criticism from the opposition
regarding the United State’s fiscal dilemma
and the controversy over Obama’s recent
gun proposals, the inaugural celebration
was indeed an iconic and momentous time
for all Americans.
Obama is the first black president and is
the 17th president to give two inaugural
speeches. Many Americans can relate to
Obama’s life story and family values.
Something Obama said in his speech
sparked the interest of many people glued
to their television sets.
“We understand that outworn programs are inadequate to the needs of our
time. So we must harness new ideas and

technology to remake our government,
revamp our tax code, reform our schools,
and empower our citizens with the skills
they need to work harder, learn more,
reach higher.”
Yes, Obama is a rhetorical genius but
what he said couldn’t be further from the
truth.
If this nation wants to remain on the
fast track to success and compete with
other globalized world powers in this 21st
century, we must adapt to ever-growing
change and harness new ideals rather than
hold on to the ideals of our ancestors.
We must be judicial activists rather than judicial restraints. We must not lose touch with
the founding principles of the Constitution;
instead we must interpret the Constitution
according to modern times because over
time, things evolve and change.

The Constitution was written in
1787, 226 years ago. Life then was
completely different than it is now.
Today, we have numerous school
shootings, an ever-increasing gay
and lesbian population who deserve
equality and a totally different fiscal
situation, among many others.
The opposition tends to hold on to the
belief that the Constitution is the living,
breathing document in which all government should be mirrored after. This should
be the case but interpreting the Constitution according to modern times is crucial
and adapting to change rather than fearing
change is what all Americans should strive
for.
We must bridge the Constitution’s
principles and meaning with the realities of our time.

Welcome to another
semester: it’s going
to be a bumpy ride
By HENRY CULVYHOUSE

COLUMNIST
Welcome back to school
and I hope you had an excellent break. While I don’t think
it would be appropriate to
delve into the details of my
break, it is important to make
note on its effects. I’m broken mentally, physically and
spiritually.
I live life by certain rules
and principles, like truth,
honesty and loyalty. Well, I’m
here to tell you, I’ve violated
every single one of those rules
and I am paying the price. I’m
scared, not of death, but of
leaving nothing behind. If I
don’t shape up and change,
I fear I will pass away like
Kurtz, screaming, ”The horror! The horror!” Then I will
be a tortured ghost, bearing
Jacob Marley’s chain, formed
one link at a time by my own
grandiosity and selfishness.
So, I listened to a song.
Michael Jackson wrote a
tune entitled “Man in The
Mirror.” In it, he advocates if
you have a genuine desire to
change the world around you,
you have to make a change in
yourself. I think it’s prudent I
heed his advice and demonstrate this nugget of truth. It
seems to me, if I want to be
most effective, I might have to
go back to basics.
I’m no sociology, political
science, philosophy or psychology major, but I used to
have a passion for the stuff.
When I was in seventh
grade, I had a creative writing
teacher named Deane Kern.
Mr. Kern was a younger guy,
with a beautiful family. Kern
had a real passion for a wide
range of subjects, from political science to literature. He
was a traveling teacher; therefore he had no classroom. For
homeroom, he’d hang out in
my science class.
We started shooting the
bull and became friends.
He’d
recommend
books
to me, ranging from “The

Communist Manifesto” to
“Common Sense”. I admit,
at age 13, I became a Communist, immersing myself in
the works of Marx, Lenin and
Trotsky. I’ve since dropped
the Communism, yet I still
maintain a curiosity for politics, particularly about power.
I’d like to revisit this interest and expand upon it with a
series of columns.
I do not propose solutions,
or advocate any political program. I think it is important if
humans have an honest, frank
discussion centered on the
following question:
Why, throughout our history, have we let cheats,
swindlers, liars, mass murders, psychopaths, monsters
and thugs run this world?
I hope we can arrive at the
truth. I’ll be frank with you;
I’m doing this for my own
peace of my mind. It’s a problem that vexes me and gets me
down right depressed. I don’t
understand why people, who
are capable of so much charity and beauty, feel a need to
resort to inhumanity and brutality. But I’m willing to take a
stab at it.
My methodology is simple. I
will analyze historical events,
political programs and the
inner psychology of humanity’s greatest heroes and
villains. This is by no means
a comprehensive work, nor
should it be applied outside
western thought. I am no expert on any of this, although
I am well read for a layman.
I will approach the problem
through themes and concepts
and belabor the point until it’s
sufficiently explained and understood. I also wish to hear
from you guys and listen to
your thoughts, comments,
suggestions and criticism.
Next week, we will begin
with our first theme: political
power as theory.
Henry Culvyhouse can be
contacted at culvyhouse@
marshall.edu.
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MLK Jr. to Obama: The paved path
By ERIN MILLER

FOR THE PARTHENON
President Obama made his
pledge to “preserve, protect
and defend the Constitution of
the United States” for a second
time before a vast crowd with
his hand resting earnestly on
two bibles. Monday was President Obama’s second time
taking the helm of the White
House after being elected to
office originally in 2009. President Obama became the first
Afro-American to ever serve as
President of the United States.
And President Obama would
once again make history after
securing re-election last year
against opponent Mitt Romney.
It was a scene that would have
been unimagined in the days of
Civil Rights Era activist Martin
Luther King Jr.
“We affirm the promise of
our democracy,” Obama said in
his inaugural address, “We recall that what binds this nation
together is not the colors of our
skin or the tenets of our faith or
the origins of our names.”
As fate would have it
President Obama’s second
inauguration ceremony fell
on the day America has set
aside to honor Martin Luther
King Jr., another historic and
praiseworthy American. King,
who spent his life fighting for
civil rights, is the only African

American to have a federal
holiday in his honor. And while
the inaguration was meant to
honor President Obama and his
future in America, it is important to look to the man that in
many ways paved the path for
President Obama to take Presidential office.
King is often hailed as the
most influential leader in the
Civil Rights Era, organizing
peaceful protests, petitions and
activities in the name of equality throughout the ‘50s and
‘60s.
It was King’s bible that
Obama’s hand was resting on
as he took office Monday. In a
time of “separate but equal”
King called the world’s attention to a problem boiling at the
heart of American equality. Before King, African-Americans
and whites attended separate
schools, lived in separate neighborhoods, served separately
in the military and weren’t
even allowed to drink from the
same water-fountains. It was a
time of racism and inequality
in American history, strengthened by radical groups such
as the Ku Klux Klan and white
supremacists.
According to his biography
presented by the Nobel Peace
Prize organization, before his
assassination in 1968, he had
been arrested over 20 times,
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had his home bombed and been
violently assaulted at least five
times. However, to King these
were not the numbers that mattered. King had received five
honorary degrees, in 1963 he
became Time magazine “Man of
the Year” and, most importantly
to King, in August of 1963 over
250,000 people came to hear
him give his famous “I have a
Dream” speech. At only 35, King
became the youngest man ever
to be awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize, deciding immediately
to give his prize money (over
$54,000) to the further assist
the civil rights movement.
Because of King’s efforts, the
“separate but equal” mentality
and laws in America began to
disappear and America slowly
took its first steps toward true
racial equality.
Now it is 2013, and Barack
Obama repeats his oath to uphold his duty as President of
the United States of America.
According to District of Columbia officials, nearly 2 million
people came in 2009 to see
President Obama sworn into
office, and on reelection around
800,000 people attended the
ceremony.
Obama has aged since he
spoke in front of those 1.8 million people in 2009, his eyes
are heavier and his hair more
grayed. In a report released by

the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, America’s unemployment
rate has risen to around 7.8%
in recent years and the war in
the Middle East still rages on.
According to CNN, President
Obama became the seventeenth
man in American history to give
a second inaugural address.
“For we remember the lessons of our past, “Obama said
in his second inaugural address, “when twilight years
were spent in poverty and parents of a child with a disability
had nowhere to turn. We do
not believe that in this country freedom is reserved for the
lucky or happiness for the few.
We recognize that no matter
how responsibly we live our
lives, any one of us at any time
may face a job loss or a sudden
illness or a home swept away in
a terrible storm.”
President Obama is a testament — a nod to King and his
dream. King’s work paved the
way to equality, his life and efforts ever spent towards justice
and fairness in a time when
those things were in short
supply. And as Obama walks
that path that King fearlessly
laid, America can take a breath
and keep moving to the future because equality, as King
knew, was a constant struggle
strengthened by those who
spoke out.
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TOP: Sam McLaughlin (LEFT) and Ricky Kirkendall (RIGHT) work on updating AccessNote
BOTTOM: AccessNote can be easily used with a wireless keyboard, as demonstrated here.

“For the past decade or so,
prior to the release of AccessNote, the most common note
taking devices used by the blind
were either in the style of thick,
short QWERTY keyboards with
an audio output,” Kirkendall
said. Braille versions of this device were also frequently used.
Burton said the old note taking devices, although helpful
and very powerful, were just
keyboards with no screen, and
very expensive.
“I find that AccessNote is going
to be very helpful in a work or
classroom setting,” Burton said.
“The disadvantages to these
things that have been around
for a long time is they are very
expensive,” Kirkendall said.
“Anytime Braille is involved,
you’re talking $2,000 or more,
which is added on to the base
price of at least $1,000.”
Kirkendall and the rest of the
FloCo developers wanted to
take the idea of the note taker
and put them on a more recent
and mainstream device available to more users at a cheaper
price.
“We chose the iPhone because it is the most accessible
product,” Kirkendall said.

Murder, hate-crime charges filed in dungeon case
By JOHN P. MARTIN

THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
(MCT)
Federal
authorities
on
Wednesday unveiled a sweeping racketeering indictment
against
the
Philadelphia
woman who allegedly enslaved
mentally disabled adults to
steal their benefit checks, adding hate-crime and murder
charges that could expose her
to the death penalty.
The crimes outlined in the
196-count indictment against
Linda Ann Weston and four others include much of the same
depravity and sadism that first
emerged when police found the
dirty, emaciated victims locked
in a Philadelphia basement in
October 2011.
But the inch-thick document,
which followed a yearlong
probe, added stomach-turning
details, a new defendant and
cast the crimes in a wider light.
Like a mob boss or gang leader,
it said, Weston led a decadelong enterprise that targeted
the most vulnerable of victims
for kidnapping, torture, sextrafficking and fraud.
“Shocking does not begin
to describe the criminal allegations in this case, where
the victims were tied up and
confined like zoo animals and
treated like property akin to
slaves,” U.S. Attorney Zane D.
Memeger said as he and officials from the FBI, IRS and

other agencies announced the
case.
In chilling detail, the indictment described how Weston
befriended one alleged victim
on a party line in 2002, then
lured her into a prolonged and
ultimately lethal captivity.
Weston and her associates starved and drugged the
woman, previously identified
as Maxine Lee, the indictment
said, and routinely beat her
with bats and sticks as they
shuttled her and others from
state to state to avoid detection
and keep collecting their disability checks.
In 2008, her captors allegedly stuffed Lee, then 39, into
a cabinet under a kitchen sink
in their Norfolk, Va., apartment.
After Lee broke the cabinet
door, Weston forced her to strip
and locked her in the apartment attic, where Lee slept
naked on fiberglass insulation
and was rarely fed, prosecutors
said.
Malnourished and suffering from bacterial meningitis,
Lee died in the apartment in
November 2008. Weston then
allegedly directed the others to
move her body to a clean bedroom and arrange the scene to
make it appear to police that
Lee naturally died in bed.
Prosecutors charged Weston
with murder in aid of racketeering for Lee’s death, and
for the June 2005 death of a

second woman, Donna Spadea,
in a Philadelphia apartment.
Because of those charges, prosecutors could seek a death
penalty for Weston, Memeger
said.
Spadea, who like the others
is identified only by her initials
in the indictment, had recently
been released from a mental
health facility when Weston
and her boyfriend, Gregory
Thomas Sr., allegedly picked
her up in spring 2005 on a Philadelphia corner and persuaded
her to live with them.
Within weeks, Weston arranged to begin collecting the
Social Security disability benefits Spadea had been receiving
since 1985. She cashed the first
check two weeks after finding
Spadea dead in a laundry room
at their apartment, authorities
say.
More than 140 of the charges
against Weston are fraud
counts related to her cashing
and stealing benefit checks.
Investigators, which included
officials from the Social Security Administration’s Inspector
General’s Office, concluded
she took more than $212,000
in the scheme, and also made
money by forcing hostages into
prostitution.
The indictment came five
days before Weston and her codefendants were scheduled to
be tried in Philadelphia Common Pleas Court on kidnapping,
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assault and other charges.
A spokeswoman for District Attorney Seth Williams
said those charges would be
dropped.
Weston’s lawyer, George Yacoubian, said he knew federal
charges were looming against
his client but had not yet had
seen the indictment. Still, he
called the case “a reach.”
Yacoubian said he expected
to challenge the suggestion
that Weston kidnapped her
alleged victims and that they
didn’t go willingly with her. He
also looked forward to seeing
evidence related to the murder
accusations.
“I think this is going to be a
very difficult case for them to
prove,” he said.
Weston, 53, said little as
she made a brief appearance
in federal court. Cuffed and
wearing a black sweatsuit,
she cracked a half-smile at
Thomas, her former boyfriend
and alleged accomplice, as a
court officer led her past him
to a defense table. Jailed since
her arrest 14 months ago,
she is named in all but two
counts in the indictment, and
the only defendant accused of
murder.
Magistrate Judge Thomas J.
Rueter ordered her, Thomas
and
co-defendants
Eddie
Wright and Jean McIntosh held
for arraignment and a bail
hearing on Monday.

FloCo took features already
found within the iPhone operating system and developed the
app around those features, such
as the text-to-speech feature.
The app also uses the Apple
wireless, bluetooth keyboard as
a part of the user interface for
AccessNote. The app however,
will still work with Braille displays, if the user already has or
prefers that.
“The keyboard costs about
$70, so not counting the iPhone
the user already has, this product will cost less than $100,
versus the thousands they
would spend in the past on
a fully functional note taker,”
Kirkendall said.
“Even if you don’t have an
iPhone, the app will still work
on an iPod Touch or iPad,”
McLaughlin said.
Notes taken using AccessNote can easily be synched to a
computer or other device by using Dropbox. Autosave is also a
feature the FloCo staff thought
to integrate, on the chance the
app were to ever crash while in
use.
“It integrates with a lot of
features the phone already
has,” Kirkendall said. “We built
it with Dropbox, so it’s fully
functional as far as the old note
takers go.”

SRC

Continued from Page 1
“Freshman,
obviously,
have their big orientation,
but then you have transfer
students that come in each
semester,” Koutsunis-Hicks
said. “They don’t have a big
program, therefore we want
to incorporate them into
learning just as much about
Marshall as a freshman.”
“Networking in College” a
program on Wednesday, Feb.
13, will give transfer students
the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with campus.
“If students start reaching out to clubs and
organizations, that’s a form

Baseball

The app, however, is not currently compatible with iCloud,
so users with Windows devices
can still sync their documents
to their computers without
trouble.
AccessWorld, another app
developed by FloCo for The
American Foundation for the
Blind is an online magazine that
keeps readers up to date on
everything AFB is doing nationwide. The app for the magazine
helped increase readership and
increased knowledge of what
the American Foundation for
the Blind does, Kirkendall said.
“One of the reasons why we
like working with AFB is because we really feel like we’re
making a difference,” Kirkendall said. “We want to keep what
we’re doing meaningful.”
“We want to make things
people need and are important,” McLaughlin said. “You can
make another iPhone game or
another flashlight app, but we
want to make things that have
purpose.”
All of the apps created by
FloCo are iOS compatible and
AccessNote will be available
on the Apple App Store by the
middle of February for $20.
Rachel Ford can be contacted at ford80@marshall.
edu.
of networking that can help
with
homesickness
and
careers,” Barbour said. “Students can get in clubs and
activities that relate to their
major. Also, social activities
allow students to make new
friends, join groups, and be
involved.”
Students do not have to
make an appointment to visit
the SRC and walk-ins are
accepted. The SRC is open
Monday through Friday 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. For more information
about the SRC students can
visit their website at marshall.
edu/src.
Courtney Brown can be
contacted at brown625@
marshall.edu.

Continued from Page 3

“I think of it more of a challenge,” Brito said. “Hopefully
we can be one of those C-USA
teams that make it to a regional. We just have to play as
a team and everyone buy into
the idea to get there.”
Marshall’s roster supports
14 freshmen and two transfers.

“I told them that it’s a long
season,” Brito said. “Baseball
seasons are more mental than
physical, the more positive
you stay, the better your season will go.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted
at
smith1650@
marshall.edu.

Akron man charged in fatal shooting of 4-year-old son
By PHIL TREXLER

AKRON BEACON JOURNAL
(MCT)
Jamarcus Allen was a typical
4-year-old boy. He was ball of
energy, loved super heroes and
had a curiosity about guns.
Just last week, his mother
said, Jamarcus found his father’s pistol when it was
supposed to be hidden in a
bathroom of their Akron home.
Jamella Allen said she scolded
Jamarcus and demanded that
her husband get rid of the gun.
On Wednesday morning, it
appears that same gun was
fired, the bullet piercing the
head of Jamarcus. He died at
Akron Children’s Hospital.
Jamella Allen, 42, spoke
Wednesday afternoon, just
hours after learning her son
was dead.
She recounted the gun story
and how she demanded that
her husband take the firearm
from the house. Now, she is left
mourning and wondering why
and how her son died.

“I don’t know. I’m going crazy
wondering what happened,” Jamella Allen said.
Police have charged the boy’s
father, Terrance Allen, with
involuntary manslaughter, felony child endangering, having
weapons under disability and
tampering with evidence.
Terrance Allen, 48, was driving a Ford Taurus when he
suddenly pulled over. Police
said he waved down a Summit
County sheriff’s deputy who
happened to be driving nearby
about 9:30 a.m. A witness said
he saw the father on the ground
with the boy on his chest.
“The cop approached the vehicle and the guy just laid on
the ground and he had a child
in his arms,” said Robert Leslie,
who noticed the commotion
while working at Monro Muffler on South Arlington Street.
“He was talking to the guy, I
don’t know what he was asking
him, and then all of a sudden,
the officer finally yanked really hard, grabbed the (boy)
and ran to the ambulance and

the ambulance just took off like
crazy.”
Jamarcus was pronounced
dead at 10:30 a.m. at Akron
Children’s Hospital.
A bullet hole through the roof
of the car was clearly visible.
The hole was above the rear
passenger seat, where a pool of
blood could be seen. It appears
the bullet was fired inside the
sedan and exited through the
roof.
Police Lt. Rick Edwards said
investigators recovered a gun
inside the man’s sedan.
“It appears the child got
a hold of the gun and shot
accidentally inside the car,” Edwards said.
Jamella and Terrance Allen
were in the midst of a divorce,
but still lived together with her
18-year-old son, Tyree Ruggs.
Just last week, Terrance Allen
filed court papers in Summit
County Domestic Relations
Court asking for a continuance
of his divorce case. He wrote in
a motion to the court that he
and Jamella were back together
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and trying to work out their differences. The couple had been
together about 11 years.
On Wednesday morning,
relatives said Terrance Allen
drove the older boy to classes
at Garfield High School. Jamarcus went along for the ride. The
shooting occurred sometime
after they left Garfield High.
Jamella Allen said she
learned about her husband’s
gun last summer. He told her
it was a laser gun, not a pistol,
and he said he bought it at a
gun show.
Nonetheless, she said, she
urged him to get the gun out
of the house and believed he
had.
According to police and
court records, Terrance Allen
has a previous felony burglary conviction in Cuyahoga
County, which bars him from
carrying or owning a firearm.
But last week, Jamella Allen
said she was upstairs sitting in
a bedroom, when her older son
came in and said he just took
the pistol from Jamarcus’ hand.
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EDITORS’ PICKS | TOP 10 TV SHOWS RETURNING IN 2013
1. Arrested Development

6. Breaking Bad

2. Doctor Who

7. Psych

3. Community

8. Mad Men

4. Walking Dead

9. Sherlock

5. Game of Thrones

10. My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic
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“Never knowingly
be serious.
r
”
DOCTOR WHO

THE ALMOST
rocks Huntington
By KAYLIN SEARLES

The Parthenon
The Almost, a Christian rock band, performed
Wednesday night in the Big Sandy Superstore
Arena Grand Ballroom.
The Almost was the headliner in a lineup of
four rock bands. Local bands Time and Distance, Prodigy and All Get Out performed.
Justin Brumfield, owner and promoter of TriState IT services, said The Almost appeals to a
niche audience that Huntington does not always
get to see.
“They have a mix of sounds, and they don’t really push beliefs,” Brumfield said. “Instead they
let their music talk for them.”
Brumfield said The Almost is best known for
its rock single “Say This Sooner.”
“They can go from a rock-oriented sound and
then to something more easy going,” Brumfield
said. “They seem to have a sort of mainstream
rock fused with alternative sound that I like.”
Kayla Farmer, a freshman in the nursing program at Marshall, attended the concert with her
grandfather Wednesday night. Farmer said she
has been listening to The Almost for five years
and they are one of her favorite bands.
“We bought the tickets the first chance we
got,” Farmer said.
The Almost hails from Clearwater, Fla. and
has released two CD’s and numerous hits.

They are currently on tour promoting their
third CD, “Fear Inside Our Bones” and their
newest single, “Ghost.”
Members of the band include lead vocalist
Aaron Gillespie, drummer Joe Mosten, guitarists
Dusty Redmon and Jay Vilardi and Jon Thompson on bass.
Although the band is considered Christian
rock, guitarist Jay Vilardi said they describe
their sound as old school rock that will never go
out of style.
“Rock’n’ roll will always be rock’n’ roll,”
Vilardi said.
Their faith is still a part of their music and
they rely on faith when the pressures of touring get them down. Faith was the inspiration for
their song “Florida Sun.”
“We’re not afraid to musically or lyrically
come from that angle,” Vilardi said. “When
things get too hard, we rely on our faith.”
Their new album is set to release on April 16.
Favorite songs of Vilardi’s are “Ghost” and “I
Won’t Let Go.”
“This is the most honest we’ve ever been,”
Vilardi said. “We write what comes out — it’s
completely organic.”
The Almost were ‘stoked’ to play in Huntington and look forward to a return performance.
Kaylin Searles can be contacted at searles1@marshall.edu.
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BLACK SHEEP BEGINS
OPEN MIC COMEDY NIGHT
By ASHLEY HERRALD

The Parthenon
Black Sheep Burritos and
Brews will have its first open
mic comedy night of the semester Wednesday at 9 p.m.
Ian Thornton, manager at
Black Sheep Burritos and
Brews, said up to 10 comedians would perform their own
material for two to five minutes at each event.
“The
experience
level
varies among each comic,”
Thornton said. “Everyone is
welcome to attend whether
you’re a first timer or veteran
comedian.”
Josh McDonald, a Black
Sheep employee, said he
sometimes performs at the

open mic nights. McDonald
said the upcoming comedy
night will be interesting since
everyone who performs uses
new material.
“It’s really cool to see how
the night plays out,” McDonald said. “You have veteran
comedians and first timers all performing their new
stuff. Sometimes their work
appeals to the audience and
sometimes it doesn’t.”
McDonald said open mic
comedy is more intensive
because performers must
showcase new work each
night.
“Usually the comedians on
television are performing
material they have done over

and over again, “McDonald
said. “Here you have brand
new stuff every single night.”
Thornton said they are
always looking for new comedians and signups have
to perform have already
started.
The event is scheduled to
run every other Wednesday
until the end of the semester,
but Thornton and McDonald
said they would like for it
to continue throughout the
summer if there is a good
turnout. Admission is free
and all ages are welcome to
attend.
Ashley Herrald can be
contacted at herrald4@marshall.edu.
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